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as the other seven, on the basis that they had been developed so systematically by the
Greeks that they were classified as sciences, i.e., they were based on coherent general
principles and they were so well organized for teaching purposes that they could be
taught as explicit arts or techniques.
In the dispersive period of the later Empire the liberal arts were narrowed to
seven by excluding the two practical or applied arts so much admired by the Romans,
architecture and medicine. This was done by Martianus Capella. It is interesting to
note, as revealing the intellectual temper of the times, why it was that Capella in the
late fourth century A.D. turned to Varro's list of nine liberal arts and then cut them
down to seven. In his influential allegorical compendium called the Marriage of
Philology and Mercury, Capella described a heavenly wedding in which the seven
liberal arts acted as bridesmaids: grammar, rhetoric, logic, (later known as the trivium);
and arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and music (quadrivium). His justification for
reducing the number to seven was that he wanted to keep only those arts that would
interest a group of celestial, spiritual beings. He left out medicine because celestial
beings had no earthly ills, and he left out architecture because spiritual beings needed
no physical habitation. Music could stay because of its supermundane interest.
Here, then, by the end of the fourth century was a compendium of knowledge
that did not comprise the entire range of subjects known to Greece or Rome but that
did eventually fix the boundaries of western Europe's medieval curriculum in the
liberal arts. They had been formalized and condensed from the Greek heritage into
small literary packets of knowledge. They had come to be identified with those
systematic studies of Greece which had been translated into Latin and which were
thought to be suitable to spiritual and intellectual matters rather than to practical
affairs. Once again, the scholars and teachers shaped a powerful educational tradition
in the form of a liberal education which in turn moulded the attitudes of generations
of educated Europeans to look down upon a useful or practical education as inferior
to a linguistic or literary education.
In the Hellenistic Republican period the term grammar included not only the
study of syntax, syllables, parts of speech, declensions, and conjugations but also the
study of poetry. At first, successful Latin poets were quickly added to the curriculum
of the schools, but once the educators had decided which were the classics, the list
narrowed down to Vergil, Terence, and Horace. Following the work of Dionysius
Thrax countless Hellenist." c grammarians in the third and second centuries B.C. had
made of Greek grammar a logical and systematic body of knowledge through their
work in compiling word lists, dictionaries, and reference books. Latin grammarians of
the dispersive period then began to assimilate and copy into Latin the work of the
Greek grammarians in order to build up an organized study of Latin grammar. Latin
grammars were basically translations of Greek grammars.
Perhaps the most influential grammar of all time was the Ars grammatica minor
written by Aelius Donatus in the fourth century A.D. It was a short description of the
eight parts of speech, elaborating the definition and characteristics of each in question-
and-answer form. Another influential grammar, that of Priscian in the sixth century,

